3rd Grade Opposite Words/Antonyms #6

Grade 3 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write down the word that has the opposite meaning.

1. ___________ individual
2. ___________ attic
3. ___________ succeed
4. ___________ inferior
5. ___________ appear
6. ___________ flawed
7. ___________ harsh
8. ___________ one

A. bunches  B. fail  C. perfect  D. cellar
E. disappear  F. splendid  G. gentle  H. couple
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Write down the word that has the opposite meaning.

1. COUPLE [ ] individual

2. CELLAR [ ] attic

3. FAIL [ ] succeed

4. SPLENDID [ ] inferior

5. DISAPPEAR [ ] appear

6. PERFECT [ ] flawed

7. GENTLE [ ] harsh

8. BUNCHES [ ] one

A. bunches  B. fail  C. perfect  D. cellar
E. disappear  F. splendid  G. gentle  H. couple